
MORE ON BACK 

Word Processing Exercise B 

FORMATTING BASICS
 POSSIBLE POINTS – 20 

Your friend Brian has lost his dog, and he has asked you to help him make a sign 
that can be distributed around the neighborhood.  You want to help Brian create a sign 
that will grab people’s attention.   

1. Select the Home ribbon and the ¶ No Spacing box from the Styles section.

2. Select the Layout ribbon and choose Margins and select Custom Margins.
Change the top and bottom margin to .5

3. Enter the information from the box below.
NOTE:  There is a double space between each section.

Lost Dog 

Reward! 
$50.00 

Yellow Lab (Female) 
About 70 lbs. 
4 yrs. Old 
Wearing a purple collar 

Her name is Princess 

Livonia Estates 
Subdivision 

Contact 
555-5555

Heading 

Description 

Location 

Incentive 

Contact 

Name 
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4. Select the Heading information.  Select the Home ribbon. Choose Cooper
Black font, change the color to red, and increase the font size to 72. Center
align the text.

5. Select the Incentive information.  Choose Rockwell font, change the color to
blue, and increase the font size to 48. Change the font style by adding both
Bold and Italics. Center align the text.

6. Select the Description information.  Choose Comic Sans MS font, change the
color to green, and increase the font size to 28.  Center align the text.

7. Select the Name information. Choose Cooper Black font, change the color to
red, and increase the size to 36. Apply the underline format.  Center align the
text.

8. Select the Location information.  Choose Rockwell font.  Do Not change the
color.  Increase the font size to 20.  Apply the bold format.

9. Select the Contact information.  Choose Rockwell font. Do Not change the
color.  Increase the font size to 36. Right align the text.

10. Click on the blank line just below the word Subdivision.

11. Choose the Insert ribbon and choose Pictures. Click on Bing and then
Search for: yellow lab.

You should use a photograph and not a clip art image. 

12. Click on the picture that you have inserted and choose the Picture ribbon.
Select Wrap Text and choose In Front of Text.

13. Shrink the size of the picture down if necessary or enlarge it to fill the space, it
will stay on the left side of the page.

14. The picture should still be selected.  From the Picture ribbon, add a simple
picture border to the Yellow Lab photo.

15. Select the File and double click to choose Save As.  Choose your Computer
Tech folder and change the File Name to your Hour # Last Name Lost
Dog.

16. Check for capital letters and correct formatting features.  If there are no
changes to be made, chose the File menu, Share and type in bdewey2.
Choose Benjamin Dewey and Send.
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